1. Change ‘Lists of License’ to ‘Lists of Licensees’
2. These two fields are required and need a red star. This applies to Surplus Lines, Producer, CIC, Public Adjuster, MVPD, and Casualty Adjuster applications (Business Entity only). Licensing only needs the applicant to supply one Designated person, so only the first Name/SSN combination needs to be red starred. (On the CIC application there is also a field for CT License number, in addition to Name and SSN. The CT License number field does NOT need a red star.)
3. The above two screen shots are the top and bottom of the same screen (it wouldn’t all fit on one). Two issues:
- The Lines of Authority error applies to a field that doesn’t exist. Please restore the Lines of Authority question. (See next item)
- The text at the bottom: ‘Company must submit a Plan of Operation………..’ applies to a Viatical License and should not appear on the Surplus Lines application.
4. For a Business Entity Producer, one of the Addresses fields (Business or Mailing) must be in Connecticut. It doesn’t matter what state the Domicile State (screen one) is.
5. For both Business Entity and Individual Producers, if a person selects an Authority of Variable Contracts, and they haven't entered a CRD number, they get the error message below (which is correct). However, the error message should be expanded to indicate where to enter the CRD number, since the applicant probably won’t know. Please add the following text to the error message: ‘The CRD number can be entered on the first screen of the application. Please use the Previous button at the bottom to return to that screen.’
6. On the pop-up screens to the Background Questions, can we put a ‘Click Here to Close’ button at the top? (Or something similar) Only one of these screens is displayed at a time and if one is displayed, but gets pushed behind the main window and is ‘lost’, no more pop-ups will open.
7. Attestation typos:

- Grant should be grant
- Fro should be for
- Please move the text slightly to the left so that it’s directly under the label \textit{CVV/CVC}:
- Also, it’s not obvious that this is a link (cursor doesn’t change when you move your mouse over it).
  Can that be changed?

- please put the wording ‘Application Number’ directly below the barcode/number display.
- Wording for Background Question 4 (Tax Obligation):
  If you answered Yes to Question XX (Tax Obligation), you must attach official documentation of action.
- (‘Obligation’ is spelled incorrectly on the screen above.)
10. Business Entity Surplus Lines application. Question #9 has a red star, but if don’t answer it will still let you proceed.
Don’t know why this error came up. I do have CT for the mail address state.
In the “Title” field-need more spaces, will only let me enter 10 characters.

Right above the “Business Application License Agreement” there is extraneous wording “Doc goes here!”-please delete.